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Virtual Fursuit Parade

Schedule: March 20th, 18:54 - 19:00 (CET)
Setting the mood for the Fursuit
Extravaganza weekend is the Virtual
Fursuit parade, starting right after the
opening. Watch as numerous fluffy,
cute, cool, whimsical, and impressivelooking fursuiters wave and pose
for the camera in their own unique
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ways – just like at a real in-person
fursuit parade! Who said an online
convention cannot have a parade?
The Virtual Fursuit Parade will be
shown on the Main Stream right after
the Fursuit Extravaganza Kick-Off,
which starts at 18:45 CET. (Timmy)
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Fursuit Charades

Schedule: March 20th, 20:00 - 21:30 (CET)
For most of us, fursuits mean fun – and
what could be more fun than some
fantastically foolish frolics in fursuits?
We are delighted to announce that the
firm fan favourite Fursuit Charades is
fearlessly forging full steam ahead on
Saturday, streaming in spectacular 2D.
Usually Fursuit Charades is held
live in a fluorescent function room in
the con hotel. For NFC@Home, our
eight contestants will take it in turns
to mime certain words on livestream,
all the while judged by our pondering
populous panel of judges (all two of
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them). But this isn’t a purely static
entertainment like the days of yore
– we want you to take part! Via live
chat, you can guess as many times
as you like in real time, all while
flagging fursuiters flail floppily miming
the words “furlable”, “furibund” or
“furculum”.
For frolics and follies, focus fully
on Fursuit Charades, where floppy
floofers floridly flourish and flappy
fluffers flub flashily, in one fantastically
frantic frenetic frenzy, at 20:00 CET this
Saturday evening. (Nostradamus)
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Donate to Charity!
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Not only will you be helping Odsherred Zoo Rescue
take good care of their animals but we also have
lotsa fun STRETCH GOALS for you to enjoy!

Next up: At $7000 Trax does dog stuff!

Charity progress
$6325 USD

$10000 USD

Leso’s Fuzzy
Jam Session

Furry Fortunes
Schedule: March 20th, 19:00 - 20:00 (CET)
Family Fortunes, Family Feud,
Familjefejden; these are just a few of
the names of the classic game show
that has been shown all around the
world. NFC@Home now presents
Furry Fortunes, a fuzzier and fluffier
version of the classic format.
Two teams face off in a battle of
knowledge and understanding about
furry culture. The questions are posed
as “What would other furries say
about …?” With the answers based on
actual statistics from our community.
The numbers that may shock, amuse,
or educate you – no matter which, this
surely promises to be entertaining.
Just like the good old family-friendly
TV shows of yore, this furrytainment
extravaganza is broadcast at proper
primetime: Saturday at 19:00 CET.
(Jacy) Illustration by FlackoWeasel

March 19th, 21:00 - 22:00
Platform: Discord and
Jamulus

Furmeets around
Sweden, Tips & Tricks

March 20th, 21:30 - 22:00
Platform: Discord

Cassidy Civet
in Concert!

March 20th, 23:30 - 00:30
Platform: Twitch

Find the full
schedule at:
https://nordicfuzzcon.org

Powerpoint Karaoke
Schedule:
March 20th, 22:00 - 23:30 (CET)
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What a year it has been, huh?
We have had to get used to our
meetings and presentations being
online. Whether it be Zoom, Teams,
or Hangouts, we have had to
tackle the changes that an @Home
approach to living has had.
Just like those online presentations,
Powerpoint Karaoke is back – and
now online! The event where your
improv comedy skills combine
with your business acumen as you
deliver a presentation you’ve never
seen before about a subject you

have no idea about. Can you get
investors interested? Then sign up
to participate this weekend by going
to this link: www.nordicfuzzcon.org/
forms/powerpointkaraoke
If you think this sounds hilarious
but don’t want to be on our virtual
stage, that’s fine. Come along and
watch, cheer on your favourites,
and maybe you’ll learn something
important about life (probably not!).
The event takes place at 22:00 CET
on Saturday, so see you there…
business casual attire. (Scratch)
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#NFCatHome SnOwOflakes
Concert was fantastic, I really
enjoyed watching and listening!
Lumie also made short
appearance in the intro video :)

